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A message from the chairman
and chief executive officer

This “code” embodies
Northam’s commitment to
conduct its business in
accordance with all applicable
laws, rules and regulations.

Dear colleagues
In an ever-changing world, companies
like ours face increasing demands and
expectations from our many different
stakeholders. We are not only scrutinised
by those in the communities in which we
operate, but also by broader society.
Northam Platinum Limited and its
subsidiaries or affiliated entities (“Northam”,
“the company”, “the group”, “us” “we” or
“our”) has always conducted its affairs,
both internally and with its stakeholders,
with the utmost integrity and according to
a set of ethical rules of conduct, which are
rigorously applied. It is the responsibility
of each and every director, officer and
employee (full time and part time) to act with
integrity, displaying care and respect for the
rights and livelihoods of all our colleagues,
stakeholders, communities and the natural
environments in which we operate.

laws, rules and regulations. It sets down
a set of ethical standards and guidelines
for all people representing or associated
with Northam in order to maintain ethical
dealings with all our stakeholders and peers.
We urge all directors, officers and employees
(full-time and part-time) to take careful
heed of the contents of the code, the values
that serve as its foundation and ensure that
you comply with both the written word and
the spirit of the code. If you are uncertain
about any of the stipulations of the code, we
strongly advise you to speak to your head
of department; mining executive; general
manager (“GM”); chief executive officer
(“CEO”); chief financial officer (“CFO”); human
resources manager; or company secretary
(collectively “management”).

This code of ethics and conduct (the “code”)
embodies Northam’s commitment to conduct
its business in accordance with all applicable

Approved by the board of directors on 7 November 2019
This document is available on the company’s website at www.northam.co.za
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K B Moshela
Chairman

P A Dunne
Chief executive officer
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These values
underpin our
ethical standards
espoused in this

code

The code requires that
all directors, officers and
employees (full-time and
part-time) of Northam always
act with the utmost care, mutual
respect and integrity, as well as
comply with both the spirit and
letter of the law, regulations,
professional and/or industry
standards, and company
policies and procedures.
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Introduction

Purpose and application of the code
of ethics and conduct
The purpose of this code is to commit
the company, its subsidiaries and
its directors, officers and employees
(full-time and part-time) to the
highest standards of ethical conduct.
It describes the fundamental
principles, as aligned with our values,
which govern the everyday business
conduct of the company in its dealings
with its various stakeholders.
Who is covered by this code?
This code applies to every
director, officer and employee
(full-time and part-time) of
Northam and of any entity,
without exception, which is owned
or controlled by Northam.
Compliance with laws and
other standards
Directors, officers and employees
(full-time and part-time) should be
conversant with the laws, regulations,
professional and/or industry codes,
and the company’s values, policies
and procedures to which their
occupation and related activities are
subject. They must ensure that they
always comply with these values,
laws and standards.
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1.1 Shared responsibility

Respond promptly
to legitimate
concerns

Access and
understanding
of policies,
standards and
procedures

Exemplary
behavior
Directors

Adherence
to
the code

Officers

Employees

Fostering
a positive
culture

Raising concerns
in a safe
environment
All directors, officers and employees (full-time and part-time) are expected to adhere to
the code and supervisors and managers must take all reasonable steps to ensure that
the people for whom they are responsible are aware of and uphold the guidelines set
out in the code and embrace our values of care, respect and integrity.
07

Shared responsibility is the
constant demonstration
of exemplary behavior,
fostering a culture in which
employees understand
their responsibilities and
feel comfortable to raise
concerns without fear of
retaliation or victimisation,
ensuring mandatory
policies, standards and
procedures are accessible
and understood as well as
responding promptly to
legitimate concerns.
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1.2 Safety and health
The company respects the rights of
employees (full-time and part-time)
to refuse to work in areas which they
deem to be unsafe.

Northam acknowledges
that all of its employees
have a right to work
in a safe and healthy
environment. This
commitment is supported
by the assessment of
risks and providing
ongoing training in
occupational
health and safety
and the provision of
comprehensive medical
care for our employees.

Northam provides relevant training to
employees (full-time and part-time)
to promote their awareness of health
and safety risks in the workplace.
Employees (full-time and part-time)
are required to comply with all
training procedures and standards
set by the company.
Employees (full-time and part-time)
must report all potential risks, substandard conditions or incidents of
non-compliance that they identify to
their supervisor, so that the necessary
remedial action can be taken.
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1.3 Employment practices
Northam applies fair recruitment policies
with an intolerance of nepotism.

Stakeholders and their elected
representatives must honour the duties
and responsibilities that attach to this right.

All employees (full-time and part-time)
are entitled to fair employment practices.
These include fair remuneration and the
opportunity for advancement or promotion
based on, amongst other things, knowledge,
competence, experience and performance.

1.7 Disciplinary action
Disciplinary action will be taken in
accordance with the company policies and
procedures. Such action will be consistent
across all levels of employment and based
on the principle of fairness.

See conflicts of interest in section 1.13.

1.4 Employment equity
The company is committed to providing
equal opportunities for all of its employees
(full-time and part-time), guided by South
African labour legislation and the provisions
of the South African Mining Charter, as
envisaged by the Mineral and Petroleum
Resources Development Act 2002 (MPRDA).
1.5 Discrimination and harassment
The company respects and defends the
rights of all of its directors, officers and
employees (full-time and part-time) to a
working environment free of discrimination
based on race, gender, sexual orientation,
religious belief, political affiliation, age
or disability.
1.6 Freedom of association
All directors, officers and employees
(full-time and part-time) have the right
to freedom of association and to act out
this freedom within the bounds of the
law, collective agreements and the rights
of others. This includes association with
labour organisations.

09

Any breaches of the code will be dealt with
in accordance with this paragraph 1.7.
Shared responsibility
It is the duty of the directors,
officers and employees (full-time
and part-time) to ensure that they
are acquainted with the policies
and procedures of Northam.
1.8 Grievances
Employees (full-time and part-time)
are encouraged to use the established
procedures to alert management to
any dissatisfaction or feelings of injustice
arising out of their employment.
Grievances are dealt with in accordance with
the company’s employee relations policy.

1.9 Physical security
Any threatening behaviour,
violence and assault will not be
tolerated on Northam’s premises.
Weapons are not permitted on any of
Northam’s premises. This excludes security
employees who are permitted to carry
weapons but only in the course and scope
of their employment.
Shared responsibility
If you have obtained a restraining
order including against a fellow
colleague, listing any company
properties as protected areas, you
must disclose this to the line manager
or human resources manager.

No threatening

Northam is committed to giving due
attention to such grievances, and where
appropriate, shall take all reasonable action
to rectify the situation.

No violence

No weapons
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1.10 Alcohol and substance abuse

Any director, officer or employee (full-time
and part-time) reporting to work must be
free from the influence of alcohol, substance
abuse or any medication that may impair
their ability to execute their duties safely.
Consumption of alcohol, on or close to
Northam premises by any employees during
working hours is prohibited, apart from
events held at Northam group premises
for functions (milestone achievements,
operational achievement and so forth).
Substance abuse (the practice of taking an
excessive amount of substances in a manner
that is detrimental to ones health) is also
prohibited on Northam’s premises.
We pursue a policy of educating our
employees, undertaking different forms of
testing, in order to monitor and ensure that
alcohol or substance abuse is not present in
the workplace.
Any breach of the above provisions
may be a dismissible offence.

Alcohol and substance abuse info
Resources
Northam policy
on testing for
alcohol and
substance abuse
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Who can I speak to?
Line manager
Human Resources
Safety representative or
Occupational health
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1.11 Human rights

1.12 Personal information
and privacy

We have a fundamental commitment to respecting labour and human
rights. We aim to identify, assess and minimise potential adverse human
rights impacts that we cause or contribute to, or that are linked to our
business, including, by our suppliers or third parties acting on our behalf,
through ongoing due diligence and appropriate management. Should
adverse impacts occur as a result of our operations, our objective would
be to ensure that these are remediated to the greatest possible extent.

We respect the privacy of
individuals and comply
with all applicable
laws, in particular the
Protection of Personal
Information Act No.
4 of 2013, on the
collection, storage,
use, retention,
transfer and
deletion of personal
information (including
sensitive personal data).

Any breach in terms of the above may be a dismissible offence.
Any contracts that have been entered into with suppliers, contractors
and/or consultants who breach this conduct provision will be sought
to be terminated.
The human rights policy is available on the company’s website at
www.northam.co.za.

We have a
zero-tolerance
approach to
forced labour,
child labour
and unfair
discrimination.

11

We only collect and process personal data for lawful
purposes and will only keep that data for as long as it
is strictly necessary considering the purpose for which
the data was collected.
We only share personal data with other concerned
parties when there is a legitimate business or legal
need to do so. We ensure that the transfer of that data
complies with applicable data privacy laws and that
anyone receiving personal data from us understands
the importance of protecting that data. Where we
work with others, such as suppliers, contractors and/
or consultants, we make clear the importance of our
standards on data privacy.
We respect the rights each of us has to review, update
and correct our personal information.
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1.13 Conflicts of interest
Our directors, officers, employees (full-time
and part-time), contractors and consultants
must avoid conflicts of interest involving
themselves, close relatives or associates.

Conflicts of interest could arise in many
ways. For example, the following scenarios
may lead to a conflict of interest if not
appropriately disclosed and/or managed:

A conflict of interest exists when personal
or professional interests or activities affect
the ability of the individual in question to
make clear, objective decisions in the best
interests of Northam.

In particular, directors and prescribed
officers of Northam must be mindful of
and observe section 75 of the Companies
Act, No. 71 of 2008 (“Companies Act”),
which provides for disclosure of personal
financial interests and recusal at any
board meeting of Northam. Failure to
comply with section 75 may lead to
the relevant resolution and ensuing
transaction being void.

Therefore as an added compliance
mechanism, directors, officers, employees
(full-time and part-time), contractors and
consultants must disclose the employment
(in-service) of relatives and family members.

Shared responsibility
Where a conflict of interest
could arise or has arisen, it
must be formally declared
to management.

P13
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See outside employment and
directorships in section 02

Are a board member of another
organisation outside work
Have a material interest in a
private company who provides
goods or services to Northam
Have another job outside
of Northam
Have a family connection or
relationship with another
employee at work who can
influence your salary rating
or promotion
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02

Outside employment
and directorships
2.1 Outside employment

14

2.2 Outside directorships

14
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2.1 Outside employment
Employees may not take up outside
employment. Employees may also not have
any other business interests unless the
business interests have been discussed with
management and the necessary permission
has been obtained.
2.2 Outside directorships
Directors, officers and employees (fulltime and part-time) may not hold external
directorships without the prior written
approval of the company, and should avoid
any external directorships that would
create or appear to create:
• excessive demand on their time, attention
and energy which would deprive the
company of their best efforts on the job;
or
• a conflict of interest, which could
interfere with the independent exercise
of judgement in the company’s best
interests.

14

Directors, including the chairman, should
not hold more than five listed company
directorships, including Northam. Directors
should inform the chairman or in his/
her absence the CEO, or the company
secretary of their intention to take up
another directorship.
Directors and prescribed officers of Northam
who hold directorships on boards of other
companies must particularly bear in mind
section 75 of the Companies Act which
provides that, for purposes of that section,
a second company of which you, or your
related persons, are a director, is deemed
to be related to you. Section 75 also applies
where a director’s or prescribed officer’s
related party has a material financial
interest in the matter being considered by
the Northam board, e.g. where Northam
is to transact with that second company.
Section 75 requires disclosure of the interest
and recusal of the conflicted director from
the meeting.

Any breach of the
provisions shown
opposite may be a
dismissible offence

P12

See conflicts of interest
in section 1.13
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03

The company
and environment

Northam recognises that the environment
represents a strategic and limited resource
for both current and future generations.
We are therefore committed to minimising
the impact of our operations on the
environment by applying appropriate, cost
effective measures and technology to foster
environmentally sustainable development.
We expect all our employees to assist in
this regard by both minimising the impact
that they have on the environment, and
by reporting to management both existing
environmental degradation caused by our
operations, and any situation which may
potentially be environmentally damaging.
See Northam’s Environmental and
Sustainability Development policies on
http://www.northam.co.za/governance/
policies-and-procedures

15
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4. The company and its
suppliers, contractors,
customers and peers
Suppliers

Northam is committed to complying with the
obligations arising from all of our contracts
with suppliers, contractors, consultants
and customers.

Consultants

We do, however, recognise that relationships
with suppliers, contractors, consultants,
customers or peers may give rise to
situations where conflicts of interest, real
or perceived, may arise.
P12

See conflicts of interest under section 1.13

Shared responsibility
Directors, officers and employees (fulltime and part-time) must ensure that they
are, and are seen to be, independent from
any organisation that has a contractual
relationship with Northam for the supply
or purchase of goods and/or services and
must obtain the prior written permission
from management before establishing
any direct or indirect relationship with
or interest in such organisations.

Contractors

17

Customers

Any breach of the provisions shown
above may be a dismissible offence.
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4.1 Financial interest in
a supplier or customer

Directors, officers and employees
(full-time and part-time) or their direct family
members should not invest in nor acquire a
financial interest, directly or indirectly, in any
supplier, contractor, consultant or customer
where this interest could influence, or create
the impression or perception of influencing
their decisions in the performance of their
duties on behalf of the company.
Any breach of the provisions shown
above may be a dismissible offence.

Supplier

Supplier

Customer

Customer

18

Shared responsibility
Employees are permitted to make
bona fide investments. However, they
must formally declare the nature and
extent of their interest to management
if they are required to negotiate with
any supplier, contractor, consultant
or customer in whom they or their
direct family members have a financial
interest. They must also recuse
themselves from any decision-making
process relating to such supplier,
contractor, consultant or customer.
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4.2 Gifts, hospitality and personal gain
Directors, officers and employees (fulltime and part-time) should not accept any
gift, hospitality, reward, favours, benefit or
other incentive from suppliers, contractors,
consultants or customers where this could
affect such director’s, officer’s or employee’s
impartiality, influence a business decision
or lead to the improper performance of an
official duty.

Prior written permission must be obtained
from management before accepting an
invitation to attend any of the above events.
The request for permission must be done in
writing and clearly state the purpose of the
event. In addition, the relevant details must
be entered in the gifts and entertainment
register, which is kept by the general
manager and/or company secretary.

Notwithstanding the above, the following
gifts, hospitality and entertainment may
be accepted and subsequently declared:

The cost of any transport, air tickets or
accommodation must be borne by the
employee, except where transport is
provided by a contractor or supplier from a
central location to and from a stadium.

• marketing material (such as pens,
notebooks and the like) and/or advertising
matter of a nominal commercial value;
• occasional business entertainment such
as lunches, cocktail parties or dinners
which are necessary to promote business
matters; or
• occasional personal hospitality such as
tickets to South African based sporting
events or theatres.
The aforementioned gifts, hospitality and
entertainment may not be accepted in
circumstances where there is an expectation
by the giver to receive any undue and/
or improper advantage from the recipient
or where it is given in order to influence a
business decision or lead to the improper
performance of an official duty.
19

Marketing
material

Business
entertainment

Directors, officers and employees (full-time
and part-time) may also not under any
circumstances offer, give, accept or agree to
accept a gift of cash, whatever the value.
Directors, officers and employees (full-time
and part-time) may in no way authorise
or give effect to any transaction on behalf
of Northam in which they or any member
of their families could personally gain,
directly or indirectly, whether financially
or otherwise.

Personal
hospitality
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4.3 Bribery and corruption
Corruption is defined broadly as ‘the abuse of power
for personal gain’. Bribery is a form of corruption.
A bribe is a financial or other advantage,
promised, requested or given to induce a
person to perform a relevant function or
activity improperly, or to reward them for
doing so. In practical terms, a financial or
other advantage is likely to include cash or
cash equivalent, gifts, meals, entertainment,
services, loans, preferential treatment, a
promotion, prevention of a loss, discounts or
anything else of value.
All forms of bribery and
corruption are strictly prohibited.
Directors, officers and employees (full-time
and part-time) may not directly or indirectly
offer, promise or give anything of value or
provide any other advantage, to a public
official or to anyone else to persuade them
to perform their duties disloyally or in
an improper manner or in a manner that
amounts to a breach of trust or illegal act.
Similarly, no director, officer and employee
(full-time and part-time) may receive
anything of value or any other advantage

20

in exchange for performing their duties
disloyally, or in an improper manner or in a
manner that amounts to a breach of trust or
an illegal act.
The company does not condone facilitation
payments of any kind to obtain services
to which Northam is otherwise legally
entitled. Facilitation payments are low
value payments paid to public officials to
induce them to perform routine functions
expeditiously. Facilitation payments do not
include legally required administrative fees
and legitimate fast-track services.

Shared responsibility
Directors, officers and
employees (full-time and
part-time) have a duty to
report any instance where
bribery is suspected or
where it occurs. To enable
proper investigation, the
relevant director, officer
or employee(full-time and
part-time) should record
the details of any bribery
or requested or attempted
bribery, as soon as possible
after the event and/or make
note of any incident(s) that
appear to be suspicious
and/or where they suspect
bribery or corrupt activities
including but not limited to
a preferred relationship with
one party over another.
Any breach of the
provisions listed on this page
may be a dismissible offence
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4.4 Fair competition
Northam is committed to a free-market
economy where vigorous but fair competition
will result in the most efficient allocation of
goods and services, the lowest prices, the
highest quality and optimal innovation.
We prohibit anti-competitive practices and
will not tolerate any such activity by our
directors, officers and employees (full-time
and part-time).
We are subject to competition laws (also
known as antitrust laws) and we always
conduct our business in compliance with
these laws.
4.5 Money laundering and the financing
of terrorism
Money laundering constitutes any activity
which has or is likely to have the effect of
concealing or disguising the nature, source,
location, disposition or movement of the
proceeds of unlawful activities or any
interest which anyone has in such proceeds.
Northam is committed to compliance with all
relevant legislation relating to the prevention
of money laundering and the financing of
terrorist and related activities.

Shared responsibility
A director, officer or employee
(full-time and part-time) must report
to management or the independent ethics
& fraud hotline should any such director,
officer or employee (full-time and
part-time) know or suspect that:
• Northam received, or is about to receive
the proceeds of crime, or property
associated with the financing of
terrorist activities;
• Northam is party to one or more
transactions that:
• facilitated, or will likely facilitate, the
transfer of the proceeds of crime, or
property associated with the financing
of terrorist activities;
• has no apparent business or lawful
purpose;
• were conducted so as not to trigger a
reporting duty;
• may pertain to an investigation into
actual or attempted tax evasion;
• are associated with the financing of
terrorist and related activities; or
• Northam has been, or is about to
be, used for money laundering or
the financing of terrorist and related
activity in any manner whatsoever.

21

The CFO and/or the company secretary must
ensure that any of the above incidents are
reported to the Financial Intelligence Centre
in terms of the Financial Intelligence Centre
Act No 38 of 2001.
Any breach of the above provisions
may be a dismissible offence.
4.6 Donations and sponsorships
Donations, sponsorships or other offers of
support will only be made to recognised
charitable and non-profit organisations,
provided that their activities are lawful
and aligned with the principles of the code.
Such donations, sponsorships and offers of
support must be approved according to the
Northam approval framework.
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The company and
the community

Northam aspires to make a lasting, positive
contribution to communities in which it
operates. Maintaining open and robust
engagement with the communities affected
by our operations – in which many of our
employees may also live – is a priority for
us and is based on our values of care and
respect. We furthermore strive to treat
everyone fairly, with honesty and objectivity.
We want to create and maintain mutually
beneficial relationships by understanding
and maximising the positive influence we
can have on local development. Northam
therefore encourages open dialogue with
and honest feedback from internal and
external stakeholders.
We respect the diversity, heritage and
cultures of the people in the areas
we operate and we acknowledge their
unique and important interests in land,
water and the environment. Processes
for planning and undertaking our mining
operations must always aim to avoid or
minimise adverse impacts on these and
other vulnerable minority groups to the
greatest extent possible.

22
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5.1 Employees and the community

The company recognises that
we all share a responsibility
to contribute to our local
community, and the company
encourages employees to
participate in religious,
charitable, educational
and civic activities.
Employees should however avoid
involvement in any activity, which would
create or appear to create:
• Excessive demand on their time, attention
and energy which would deprive the
company of their best efforts on the job;
or
• A conflict of interest which could
jeopardize the independent exercise of
judgment and which could prejudice the
company’s interests.

       
See conflicts of interest under section 1.13
P12
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The company and
political affiliation

The company acknowledges individual’s
rights to freedom of association and
party-political affiliation. Formal and
informal structures are in place to
engage with stakeholders.
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Use of company assets
7.1.	Company motor vehicles or accommodation
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7.2.	Use of company workshops or other facilities
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7.4.	Use of company owned or licensed
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7. Use of company assets

Directors, officers and employees
(full-time and part-time) must take
care of all company assets that have
been allocated to them to facilitate
the performance of their duties.
Directors, officers and employees (full-time and
part-time) are required to protect Northam’s assets
from loss, damage, theft, misuse and waste always.

26
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7.1. Company motor vehicles or
accommodation
Directors, officers and employees (fulltime and part-time) who are entitled to
the use of a company owned motor vehicle
or the use of company owned or leased
accommodation, must take due care of the
relevant assets at all times, and may not use
them for any purpose other than for their
stipulated or intended use.
7.2. Use of company workshops or
other facilities
Directors, officers and employees (full-time
and part-time) may not undertake any
private work in a workshop or other facility
belonging to the company or make use of
company equipment for personal purposes
without the permission of the functional
head of department and the approval of
the general manager.
7.3. Use of company owned or
controlled land
Directors, officers and employees (full-time
and part-time) may not carry out farming or
trading activities for personal profit on land
owned or controlled by the company.
7.4. Use of company owned or licensed
computer software
Directors, officers and employees (full-time
and part-time) may not use for personal
purposes, copy or distribute any licensed
computer software.

27

7.5. Use of company computers
Directors, officers and employees (fulltime and part-time) may not use company
computers for personal purposes and shall
always comply with the company’s IT Policy
regarding the use of software, e-mail and
internet facilities.
7.6. Intellectual property
Directors, officers and employees (full-time
and part-time) may, during their employment,
be involved in the development of new
processes, designs or other intellectual
property. Such processes, designs or other
intellectual property, whether patented by
the company or not, shall always remain the
property of the company. Directors, officers
and employees (full-time and part-time) may
not use such processes, designs or other
intellectual property for personal gain or
share with third parties without the prior
written permission of Northam.

Directors, officers and employees (fulltime and part-time) are not permitted to
reproduce, distribute or alter materials
under copyright. These materials include
books, journals and articles without the
express permission of the copyright owner
or authorised owner.
7.7. Accuracy of data, information
and records
Our stakeholders rely on the accuracy,
completeness, timeliness, transparency and
honesty of our financial and other records,

reports and disclosures. All business records
and information we create, in whatever form,
must reflect the true nature of transactions
and events and be transparent and honest
in terms of both positive and negative
information.
7.8. Confidential and sensitive information
Directors, officers and employees (full-time
and part-time) are expected to treat all
information pertaining to the company, and
which is not public knowledge but has been
made available to them, in the strictest
confidence. Such information may not be
divulged to any party without prior written
permission from management.
This confidentiality requirement also applies
to all directors, officers and employees
(full-time and part-time) whether or not
they continue to serve or be remunerated
by the company.
Any breach of the above provisions
may be a dismissible offence.
7.9. Information security
Northam is committed to the protection
of our information assets and effective
information security management. All
directors, officers and employees (fulltime and part-time) have a responsibility
for information security and we all have
a role to play in protecting Northam’s
information assets.
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Northam recognises the rights of directors,
officers and employees (full-time and parttime) to make bona fide share investments,
either in the company or in any other entity.
P18

Share investments
8.1. Insider dealing

29

8.2. Speculation

29

See financial interest in a supplier or customer under
section 4.1

Shared responsibility
Directors, officers and employees
(full-time and part-time) are required
to obtain prior written approval from
the CEO or the CFO or the company
secretary for dealing in the company’s
shares by either them or their direct
family members. Approval will not be
unreasonably withheld but will not
be granted during any embargo or
closed periods. It is incumbent on the
director, officer or employee (full-time
and part-time) to establish when these
closed periods apply.
Directors, officers and employees (full-time
and part-time) should bear in mind that the
prohibitions and requirements of insider
dealing apply whether such dealings are
to be done by them directly, whether in
their own name or through their nominee,
or by any entity in which they have a
significant interest.

28
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8.1. Insider dealing
It is a criminal offence for directors, officers
and employees (full-time and part-time),
or their direct family members, to deal
in the company’s shares if they are in
possession of any information that is, or
could be construed to be, price sensitive
or “inside information” as envisaged in the
Financial Markets Act, No. 19 of 2012. It is
also a criminal offence to (i) disclose price
sensitive information or inside information
to third parties otherwise than as may be
necessary in the course of one’s employment
or profession in circumstances unrelated
to dealing in the company’s shares or (ii)
encourage anyone to deal in the company’s
shares whilst in possession of price sensitive
information or inside information.
Price sensitive information is information
that, if released publicly, would be likely
to affect the price of the company’s
shares on the JSE Limited.

29

8.2. Speculation
Directors, officers and employees (fulltime and part-time), or their direct family
members, may not purchase or sell the
company’s shares for speculative purposes.

Any breach of the
provisions listed on
this page may be a
dismissible offence
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External liaison or
communication
9.1.	Communication with business partners
and other stakeholders

31

9.2.	Communication with line management

31

9.3.	Communication with board members

31

9.4.	Public presentations, reports and
academic papers

31

9.5.	Communication with the press and/or
investment community

31

9.6.	Public utterances including
social media

31
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9.1. Communication with business
partners and other stakeholders
Our communication, both written and
verbal, should be clear, accurate, consistent
and responsible.
In doing so, directors, officers and employees
(full-time and part-time) remain subject
to the confidentiality requirements of this
code and any relevant legislation as well as
the company’s requirements for the release
of information.
9.2. Communication with line management
Board members are to contact the
CEO’s office and/or the company secretary
as and when they require access to
line management.
9.3. Communication with board members
Officers and employees (full-time and
part-time) are to contact the company
secretary as and when they require access
to board members.

31

9.4. Public presentations, reports and
academic papers
Directors, officers and employees (full-time
and part-time) should at all times take steps
to protect and enhance the reputation
of the company and its employees when
making public presentations on behalf of
the company or sharing reports or academic
papers. The CEO or CFO or his/her designated
representative must approve the content
of any of the aforementioned prior to its
presentation or sharing.
Any breach in terms of the
above will be dealt with in
accordance with paragraph 1.7
Disciplinary Action.
9.5. Communication with the press and/or
investment community
Communication with the press and/
or the investment community must be
channeled via the company’s approved
communications and investor relations
advisers, following approval from the CEO or
the CFO or the company secretary or his/her
designated representative.

9.6. Public utterances including
social media
Any director, officer or employee using social
media that mentions anything in connection
with Northam, should always remember that
they are a brand ambassador and should
strive to maintain the reputation of Northam
by upholding our values.
Should anyone wish to comment personally
on issues directly relevant to Northam,
they should always use their real name,
be transparent about their affiliation
to Northam and make it clear that their
opinions are their own and are not made
on behalf of Northam.
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Fraud and
corruption

Northam has a ZERO TOLERANCE
position on fraud, theft and
corruption and shall institute
disciplinary action whenever
it becomes aware that a
director, officer or employee
(full-time and part-time) may
have committed fraud, theft or
corruption or used the company’s
funds or property improperly.
Should an individual be found guilty of,
amongst other things, fraud, theft or
corruption or the improper use of the
company’s funds or property he or she may
be dismissed without notice, and the matter
may be referred for criminal prosecution by
reporting the matter to the South African
Police Service or any other relevant law
enforcement agency.
Shared responsibility
If a director, officer or employee
(full-time and part-time) becomes
aware of any evidence that the
company’s funds or property may
have been used in a fraudulent
or improper manner, they should
immediately contact the independent
ethics & fraud hotline on 0800 152 539
or advise the chairman or management.

32
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Any breach of this code, or any rule or
procedure based thereon, will be viewed in
a serious light, and persons committing such
breach will be subject to disciplinary action,
and may in addition be liable to face civil or
criminal action.
Directors, officers or employees (full-time and
part-time) who believe that their own actions
have, or may have contravened this code,
should immediately advise management or
the chairman.

Breach of code –
Speak up!
11.1 Test for ethical conduct 

34

11.2 Independent fraud and ethics hotline

35

11.3 Our commitment on retaliation

35
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Ask yourself the following:
11.1 Test for ethical conduct
To help us make appropriate
decisions, as expected of us in
terms of this code, we use a series of
questions. Remember that conduct
being legal is only the first step to
conduct being ethical.

1

4

It is legal?
No

Yes

2

No

Yes

3

Would it look
good in the media?
No

Does it reflect
our values?
No

Yes

5

Does it comply
with our policies?
No

Yes

Don’t do it

34

Does it protect
our interests?

Yes

6

Does your gut tell you it
is the right thing to do?
No

Yes

Proceed
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11.2 Independent fraud and ethics hotline
Directors, officers or employees (full-time
and part-time) who become aware of a
breach of this code by another director,
officer or employee (full-time and parttime) should immediately bring such breach
to the attention of management or the
chairman or should contact the company’s
independent ethics and fraud hotline on
0800 15 25 39, where it will be dealt with
promptly and equitably and with due regard
to confidentiality. Reports can be made
anonymously, and all information will be
treated with the highest confidentiality.
11.3 Our commitment on retaliation
Directors, officers or employees (full-time
and part-time), commonly referred to as
“whistle-blowers”, who disclose a breach by a
fellow director, officer or employee (full-time
and part-time) will be protected against
any form of victimization or occupational
detriment provided disclosures have been
made in accordance with the provisions of
the Protected Disclosures Act No. 26 of 2000
(as amended).
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0800 15

25 39
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Key definitions
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12 Key definitions
What is integrity?
Integrity means following your moral or
ethical convictions and doing the right
thing in all circumstances, even if no one
is watching you.
What is responsibility?
Responsibility is the duty that you have to
Northam, your colleagues and the company’s
stakeholders because of your job or position.
What is accountability?
Accountability is about following through
and getting done what you said you’d get
done. It’s recognising that your colleagues
are impacted by and/or dependant on the
results of your work and actions.
The main difference between responsibility
and accountability is that responsibility
can be shared while accountability cannot.
Being accountable not only means being
responsible for something but also
ultimately being answerable for your actions.
What is fraud?
Fraud is the unlawful and intentional making
of a misrepresentation which causes actual
prejudice or which is potentially prejudicial
to another.
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What is corruption?
Corruption is defined broadly as ‘the abuse
of power for personal gain’. Bribery is a form
of corruption.
A bribe is a financial or other advantage,
promised, requested or given to induce a
person to perform a relevant function or
activity improperly, or to reward them for
doing so. In practical terms, a financial or
other advantage is likely to include cash or
cash equivalent, gifts, meals, entertainment,
services, loans, preferential treatment, a
promotion, prevention of a loss, discounts
or anything else of value.
What is harassment?
Harassment includes, but is not limited
to, unwanted conduct, which has the
purpose or effect of either violating a
person’s dignity, or creating an intimidating,
hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive
environment for them.

What is discrimination?
Discrimination includes, but is not limited to,
any act or omission including a policy, law,
rule, practice, condition or situation which
directly or indirectly:
• imposes burdens, obligations or
disadvantages on; or
• withholds benefits, opportunities or
advantages from, any person on one or
more of the prohibited grounds.
Prohibited grounds are:
• race, gender, sex, pregnancy, marital
status, ethnic or social origin, colour,
sexual orientation, age, disability, religion,
conscience, belief, culture, language and
birth; and
• any other ground where discrimination
based on that other ground:
• causes or perpetuates systemic
disadvantage;
• undermines human dignity; or
• adversely affects the equal enjoyment
of a person’s rights and freedoms in
a serious manner that is comparable
to discrimination on a ground
mentioned above.
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